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EDITOR’S
WELCOME

What next?

T

he only prediction many were making about 2022 was it would
be unpredictable and based on the current evidence, they were
spot on.

For air cargo, demand remains strong as consumer spending remains

high and ocean freight remains unreliable. It continues to outstrip
capacity so rates will not go down and creative solutions are still
required to keep goods moving.
Covid hasn’t gone away but most restrictions here in the UK and in
many other countries have been lifted. Air cargo has done a stellar job
delivering vaccines and other aid to the world and all but a few people
have been eager to get jabbed so new variants are unlikely to be as
disruptive as they were.
But when you think you can relax, something else comes along, in
this case war returns to Europe. Like just about everyone, I am shocked
by the events in Ukraine and can’t begin to comprehend what it is like
for the innocent people caught up in the conflict.
War and instability are the last things we need; Russian airspace being
out of bounds, Russian airlines essentially being banned from the rest

MISSION
STATEMENT
ALI comes from the
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titles of Ground Handling
International and Ramp
Equipment News. As
such, it builds on over
20 years of industry
experience and, with
a comprehensive and
skilled team of writers
based in both Europe
and the US, aims to bring
the reader up to date
with the world of air
transportation.
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of the world and extensive sanctions against Russia have created a very
frosty environment. Fuel prices have rocketed, something airlines are
noticing when filling up their planes, and their staff are noticing at the
petrol station and in their household bills.
For now, airlines are adjusting operations to avoid Russian airspace
but longer flights mean reduced payloads, as if supply chains weren’t
under enough stress already.
How things will develop in the coming months is anyone’s guess so
don’t look at me for an answer. Anyway, I’m off to get my crystal ball
fixed, it’s refusing to tell me what the future holds. See you again in the
June issue, if the world is still here…

James Muir, Deputy Editor
April 2022
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LOGISTICS
UPDATE

ATLAS AIR SIGNS DEALS
FOR B747-8FS
A
tlas Air will put its new
Boeing 747-8 Freighters
to use through
partnerships with Cainiao
Network and Kuehne + Nagel.
Partnering with Cainiao
Network, the logistics arm of
Alibaba Group, the 747-8F
will build on their existing
partnership and link China
with the US, Brazil and Chile
when it enters service in the
second quarter. In November
2021, Cainiao extended its
partnership with Atlas Air to
include daily charter flights
supporting trade between
China and Latin America.

John Dietrich, President
and CEO of Atlas Air
Worldwide says: “Cainiao is
a leader in the fast-growing
e-commerce logistics market,
and we look forward to
continuing to support its
global network with the
superior and reliable service
Atlas Air provides.”
William Xiong, Chief
Strategist and General
Manager for Export Logistics
at Cainiao adds: “We are
excited to add the new Boeing
freighter to our expanding
partnership in response to
the growing demand for

e-commerce and greener
logistics across the world.”
The long-term charter
agreement with Kuehne +
Nagel will see Atlas Air operate
two 747-8Fs, with the first
one joining the fleet in the
third quarter, and the second
joining in the fourth quarter.
Yngve Ruud, Member
of the Management Board
responsible for Air Logistics
at Kuehne + Nagel says: “We
are proud to partner with
Atlas Air and include these
two new Boeing 747-8Fs in
our already extensive global
capacity offering.”

IN BRIEF
1 Air Inuit has taken delivery of the
world’s first large freight door De
Havilland Dash 8-300. It has a maximum
take-off weight of 19.5 tonnes and a
range of 968 miles. It will serve remote
communities and can take off and land
on short gravel runways
1 Air Transport Services Group (ATSG)
has renewed its partnership with DHL
to lease and operate aircraft. They have
agreed six-year extensions up to April
2028 for dry leases of five Boeing 767s
that Cargo Aircraft Management leases
to DHL, and the CMI deal under which
ABX Air operates the aircraft has also
been renewed.
1 Western Global Airlines has ordered
two Boeing 777 Freighters, its first
purchase for brand-new aircraft. As
part of the deal, which was finalised
in January, Western Global has an
additional purchase option.
1 National Airlines has been awarded
CEIV Pharma certification by IATA. The
certificate is valid until 2025 and was
awarded following audits, employee
training and assessments to validate
procedures.

EMBRAER TO CONVERT E190S
Embraer has entered the airfreight market with
passenger-to-freighter conversions of its E190
and E195 models.
The Brazilian aerospace company says that
the E-Jet freighters will have over 50% more
volume capacity and three times the range of
turboprop aircraft, and 30% lower operating
costs than comparable narrowbody aircraft.
Conversions will take place at Embraer’s
facilities in Brazil and aircraft will receive a main
deck front cargo door, a cargo handling system,
floor reinforcement, a Rigid Cargo Barrier, a
cargo smoke detection system including class
E fire extinguishers, Air Management System
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changes, interior removal, and the ability to
handle hazardous materials.
The E190F will carry up to 10.7 tonnes and
the E195F will carry up to 12.3 tonnes. They will
enter service in 2024.

1 Steven Polmans has joined Abu
Dhabi Airports as Vice President of
Business Development and Regulatory
Affairs at Abu Dhabi Airports Free Zone.
1 Bert Selis has joined Worldwide
Flight Services as VP Business
Development, E-commerce, Express
and Freight Forwarders EMEA. The
newly-created role will be based in
Liège, Belgium.
1 Flexport has signed a multi-year
contract with Eastern Air Holdings for
transpacific flights. Subject to approval,
they will operate Chicago O’Hare to
Hong Kong and Chicago O’Hare to Ho Chi
Minh City services using a Boeing 777
Express Freighter designed specifically
for e-commerce.

www.airlogisticsinternational.com

Airbus takes orders for A350F

S

ingapore Airlines
finalised a deal to
purchase seven Airbus
A350 Freighters, confirming
the order at the Singapore Air
Show.
The deal was signed by CEO
of Singapore Airlines, Goh
Choong Phong, and Airbus’
Chief Commercial Officer
and Head of International,
Christian Scherer.
With a payload of 109
tonnes, the A350F will

replace Singapore Airlines’
Boeing 747-400Fs from the
fourth quarter of 2025. More
than 70% of the A350F’s
airframe will be made from
advanced materials, giving
it a 30 tonne lighter take-off
weight and reducing fuel
consumption and emissions
by at least 20%.
Scherer says: “The A350F
will fit seamlessly into the
carrier’s existing fleet, while
redefining the operational

efficiency of its cargo
operations, bringing a 40%
reduction in fuel consumption
and emissions compared with
the aircraft it will replace at
SIA, while offering the same
payload-carrying capacity and
longer range.”
At the Singapore Air Show,
Etihad Airways also placed
orders for seven A350Fs,
having already placed orders
for the passenger version. The
deal was signed by Scherer and

Tony Douglas, Group CEO of
Etihad Aviation Group.
Douglas says: “As our
cargo operations continue
to overperform and we work
towards a more sustainable
future built upon the world’s
youngest and most fuelefficient fleet, the addition
of the A350F will play a key
role in driving our long-term
cargo strategy and achieving
our 2035 target to reduce CO2
emissions by 50%.”

CONVERTED FREIGHTERS IN DEMAND Boeing launches
Elbe Flugzeugwerke (EFW) has picked up
multiple orders for A320 and A330 family
freighter conversions.
At the Singapore Air Show, CDB
Aviation, the aircraft leasing platform of
the China Development Bank, ordered 12
A330-300P2Fs, bringing its total orders to
14. The A330-300 will be introduced into
the Chinese market through deals with
Sichuan Airlines and Jiangxi Cargo Airlines.
Chengdu-based Sichuan Airlines has
leased two to join its existing fleet of three

www.airlogisticsinternational.com

A330-200P2Fs when they are delivered in
late 2022 and early 2023. Nanchang-based
start-up airline, Jiangxi Cargo Airlines,
a joint venture between the Jiangxi
Provincial Government and privatelyowned Hongyuan Group, has leased one
A330-300P2F to be delivered in early 2023.
SmartLynx Airlines has ordered
six A321P2Fs from EFW, which will be
converted at ST Engineering’s conversion
sites in Singapore and China in 2022
and 2023.

Air Transport Services Group (ATSG) has
committed to 29 Airbus A330 Passengerto-Freighter conversions from EFW as it
looks to diversify its fleet. The conversions
will be performed from mid-2023 until
2027 mainly at EFW’s facility in Dresden,
Germany and at ST Engineering’s
conversion sites in China, with multiple
conversions being carried out in parallel.
The A330s will complement its fleet of
Boeing 767-300s and ATSG has customer
deposits for half of the A330s.

777-8 Freighter

Boeing has launched the 777-8 Freighter
with orders from Qatar Airways and
Ethiopian Airlines.
Qatar Airways placed 34 firm orders
with an option for 16 more in a deal signed
at the White House by His Excellency
Akbar Al Baker, Chief Executive of
Qatar Airways Group, and Stan Deal,
President and CEO of Boeing Commercial
Airplanes in the presence of US and Qatari
representatives. The first deliveries are
expected in 2027.
Ethiopian Airlines has ordered five, and
says the 777-8s will help expand its Cargo
and Logistics business sector as part of
its Vision 2035 programme.
The 777-8F has the same payload
capacity as the 747-400 with a 30%
improvement in fuel efficiency, emissions
and costs.
April 2022
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WORLD
ANALYSIS

T

he Netherlands has
always been a very
important logistics hub,
and Amsterdam Airport
Schiphol is well established as
one of Europe’s largest cargo
hubs. Passenger numbers,
which were strong prepandemic, have fallen
significantly but in their
place, cargo has grown
strongly. Speaking to ALI at
the IATA World Cargo
Symposium in October last
year, van der Meer discussed
how the airport was coping
with the changes caused by
the pandemic.
Van der Meer says: “Cargo
is going through the roof.
This is, of course, not
compensating for the losses
there but it is a very
important way for us to
continue our business and
we’re very happy with the
growth of cargo during the
course of the pandemic.”
In 2021, cargo volumes were
up almost 16% over 2020 with
both imports and exports
performing well, and above
pre-pandemic levels.
The pandemic caused
reorganisation at Schiphol
with people in new roles,
including van der Meer, who

8
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EUROPE
With reduced passenger numbers, cargo
is taking advantage of the freedom to
grow at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol.
Cargo Partnerships Director David van
der Meer explains the plan.

had been with the operations department but is now working
with former colleagues from the commercial side.
Describing it as refreshing, van der Meer says: “You get to
learn a lot from each other and help each other grow. You could
say we’re still getting our bearings within the new departments
and in the meantime, cargo is still going through the roof,
especially cross-border e-commerce. It’s crazy.”
The fall in passenger numbers has been a great enabler for
cargo; no longer are the freighters limited by passenger flights.

With passenger
volumes lacking,
that gave cargo
room to grow
David van der Meer

Schiphol has a limit of
500,000 aircraft movements
a year and pre-pandemic, it
was at the limit.
He says: “With Covid and
passenger volumes lacking,
that gave cargo a lot of room
to grow. So, in one sense, it’s
been a blessing for cargo. Also,
the whole slot scarcity is not
an issue because there are slots
in abundance.”
A local rule giving more
unused slots to freighters was
developed pre-pandemic but
as passenger services are likely
to stay low for some time, slot
restrictions will not be an
issue for a few years.
As the airport, Schiphol’s
role is to accommodate air
cargo in the Netherlands and
act as a gateway to Europe, so
its job is to facilitate and listen
to what the market wants, and
the market sees growth in
cross-border e-commerce.
Flowers are still doing well but
they came to a standstill
during the pandemic, says van
der Meer, although they have
since recovered to prepandemic levels. Pharma
remains an area of focus,
which proves important from a
human and social perspective.
He says: “We are discussing

www.airlogisticsinternational.com

Higher volumes require
further enhancements of
digital services

with the market their interest
in specialising in further
pharma developments and
trying to facilitate those as we
see there is demand.”
Digitalisation has been an
area of attention at Schiphol
for several years, and, despite
the digital drive during the
pandemic, it is still not free
from the burden of paper.
Progress should be made;
Schiphol has its Smart Cargo
Mainport Program where,
through cooperation between
all stakeholders, projects are
being identified as we speak
to speed up digitalisation.
One project is eLink, which
went into operation on 1
September, providing digital
pre-notifications for export
cargo, and was enforced from
1 January 2022, so anyone
not using the service is losing
time and efficiency.
“We are continuously
engaging with the cargo
community and Air Cargo

Netherlands to see where the need is and see what projects we
can do under the Smart Cargo Mainport Program umbrella in
order to move forward together. We’re not going to engage in
projects where we do not feel that we have the vote of
confidence or participation of the sector. We are doing it for
them to make the business more efficient, but that takes
participation,” explains van der Meer.
This is going on with limited budgets, which can lead to some
tough choices such as cancelling some projects and making sure
the ones that go ahead are done properly.
Schiphol has always been a forward-thinking cargo airport,
and airlines embracing digitalisation have created the need for
further improvements.
Van der Meer says: “That creates the need to speed it up
because it means dealing with far higher volumes than before, so
that creates the urgency to take steps on the digital side.”
Schiphol is determined to retain its position as Europe’s
smartest cargo hub and a key area for that is sustainability and
this takes smart investments as well.”
Airlines are naturally looking at costs, but van der Meer
comments: “If we have learned anything during the financial
crisis of 2008, it is if you stop investing during a crisis, it might
take you years to catch up again, and we don’t want to be in
that situation again.”
Sustainability is paramount to continue growing, the whole
sector agrees, and Schiphol is making important steps such as
the use of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF). Van der Meer and
Schiphol want more SAF, but availability is still limited; although
he is happy that the airport is working with partners to create

FRANKFURT SIMPLIFIES VEHICLE SLOT BOOKING
Software company DAKOSY and Fraport have simplified vehicle slot reservations at
Frankfurt Airport CargoCity South with an automatic number plate recognition system.
Barriers at Gate 31 and 32 will now open automatically for vehicles
that have a confirmed time slot with the FAIR@Link cargo system for
loading and unloading with a freight forwarder at the airport. When
booking a slot, information is provided to the Click-2-drive number
plate system and when a registered vehicle drives up to the barrier, it
scans the number plate and checks the booking with FAIR@Link. If the
number plate is not recognised or the driver is not using the vehicle
specified when booking a slot, they can scan a QR code received when
registering to gain admission.
Dirk Gladiator, who heads DAKOSY’s FAIR@Link department says: “More
than 700 companies are already regularly using FAIR@Link to book slots
with the large handling agents at the site. With the upcoming integration
of the last large forwarder, FCS Frankfurt Cargo Services GmbH, nearly
100% of delivery vehicles will be using the slot booking system. By
networking both systems, we can save time while boosting efficiency.”
Max Philipp Conrady, VP for Cargo Development at Fraport says:

www.airlogisticsinternational.com

the fuel required to meet
sustainability goals.
Who will pay for
sustainable fuel is a question
that needs answering, but
embracing it is in everyone’s
interest, unlike placing extra
tax burdens on passengers. He
says: “It brings direct benefits
in reducing CO2 emissions. A
ticket tax just ends up in a
government’s treasury and
here it really contributes to
reducing CO2 emissions.”
Schiphol, like the entire
aviation industry, is looking
to continue growing but,
due to increasing pressure
from politicians and the
public, it must be done in a
sustainable and socially
responsible manner.
Van der Meer adds: “It
[sustainability] is going to be
paramount in order to keep
facilitating growth and that is
still where we want to go so
that is where we need to
make the steps.”

“By networking both systems, we have succeeded in implementing a faster, leaner
process for managing all delivery traffic. We intend to continue applying this approach
going forward. The next step will be to integrate booking of truck parking spaces at
CargoCity South into the system. The goal is for our customers to benefit from secure,
freely flowing traffic.”

April 2022
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DRONE
TECHNOLOGY

Ready for
take off?
The day may not be too far off when
unmanned aerial vehicles – or drones – start
to be routinely used to move cargo around
the world. However, a few questions still need
to be answered, including the all-important
issue of ensuring safety, writes Chris Lewis.

F

or many of us, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or drones
still have an air of science fiction about them but the day is
not too far distant when they could be used for routine
freight deliveries.
For instance, Tony Spouncer, Senior Director of UAVs, at
UK-based communications technology firm Inmarsat, believes that
with the equipment and communications systems being constantly
developed and miniaturised, “there is starting to be quite a push”.
Meanwhile, US and Slovenia-based Pipistrel says its Nuuva V300
hybrid-electric unmanned cargo aircraft would be able to shift a
payload of up to 460kg or 3 cu/m and, as a vertical take-off-andlanding machine, it can operate from an area the size of a
helicopter landing-pad. Indeed, one proof of the pudding is the
commercial airline industry’s interest in UAVs – Air Canada,
AirAsia, American Airlines and United Airlines have all set up joint
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ventures or even placed new
orders for substantial numbers
of machines.
Bryan Wood, Pipistrel’s Global
Head of Business Development,
says that his company has now
sold 85 machines and believes
that commercial flights – as
opposed to one-off
demonstrations – might start in
late 2023 or early 2024.
Some people may be surprised
by the capabilities of drones.
The Nuuva V300 hybrid
machine can operate in wind
speeds of up to 25kts or gusts of
up to 32kts. Not hurricanestrength perhaps but within
normal climatic conditions in
most parts of the world. The
operating height ceiling would
be around 19,000 feet.
The range of the hybrid
machine is up to 400km (250
miles) under optimal
conditions, and it can perform
three take-offs and landings on

battery power alone. Recharge
time is 20-25 minutes for
fully-depleted batteries, says
Wood.
Being able to use an internal
combustion engine increases
the range and reduces the need
for the machine to be recharged
at destination or en route.
But in many respects, the
ability to create machines that
can fly viable cargo loads while
keeping out of the way of other
aircraft, terrain and people and
animals on the ground is not
the issue – the big question is
whether the regulatory system
can keep up.
Regulators, who are by nature
cautious people, are less ready
to allow a proliferation of UAVs
and it will probably be a few
years before UAVs take to the
skies in mass numbers. While
Spouncer can foresee a time
when drones will operate in
large numbers, it will not be
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tomorrow or even next year. Quite apart from the fact that drones
would be unmanned, they also have the potential to proliferate in
numbers far beyond those of today’s conventional piloted aircraft,
and that will also need to be managed.

Finding their place
Inmarsat has been involved in air traffic control systems for over 30
years. UAVs will bring the challenges of miniaturising and
automating current technology. This could take quite a few years
but interim solutions are possible, Spouncer considers. One initial
approach might be to designate specific corridors for hub-to-hub
freight movements, avoiding populated areas, maybe by flying over
the sea or rivers.
Wood adds that drones are already fitted with detection and
avoidance systems that allow them to react to obstacles including
complex situations such as being faced with two oncoming objects
at the same time. While air traffic control authorities might not be
willing to use such systems as the sole means of ensuring safety,
they are at least an extra insurance policy.
Hannah Tew, Ecosystem Director of Air Mobility and Airports, at
Connected Places Catapult – the delivery partner for the UK
Department for Transport’s Drone Pathfinder Catalyst programme
and which is working closely with the Civil Aviation Authority to
integrate drones with traditional aviation – says that current
regulatory frameworks protect the public by enforcing a no-fly zone
of 50 metres horizontal distance between drones and people, or
aircraft, to avoid physical interference in airspace. Detect and avoid
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frameworks are in place to deal
with concerns, such as bird
strikes, and further regulations
cover sensitive areas to protect
both the drone and the
environment.
But as research continues into
airspace access, organisations
such as Catapult are working
with the logistics sector to gather
data, and provide evidence to
the government, to actively
inform policy to achieve beyond
visual line of sight operations.
In the shorter term – and this
is one area where drones are just
beginning to move beyond the
experimental phase into actual
cargo delivery – they might be
used to operate to offshore
islands or in remote regions
such as Scotland, Scandinavia or
Alaska. Operating over the sea
or remote tracts of land reduces
the scope for UAVs to come into
conflict with people and will
allow operating methods and
protocols to be refined.
Tew says, for example, that
drones were recently used
successfully in the far west of
the UK to deliver medical
supplies from Cornwall to the
Isles of Scilly. These are usually
brought to the island by
commercial aircraft or by boat
but, during the pandemic, UAV
aid delivery specialist
Windracers supported the
country’s National Health
Service by delivering 50kg of
medical supplies from the
mainland to the island in less
than 30 minutes – a journey
that would normally take more
than four hours by boat.

Other organisations are also
exploring the potential of drone
deliveries in a bid to reduce
carbon emissions and noise
pollution. In 2021, Royal Mail
trialled its first scheduled
autonomous drone flights
between the UK mainland and
the Orkney Islands in northern
Scotland, using a UK-built
drone to transport up to 100kg
of post.
Tew adds that as it becomes
possible to transport larger
payloads by drone, more
organisations are incorporating
them into their delivery
operations and infrastructure is
required to support. The Future
Flight Challenge, a joint
government and industry
programme, is backing the
world’s first electric Urban-Air
Port in Coventry, Air-One. This
is a fully operational hub for
future electric vertical take-off
and landing aircraft, such as
drones and air taxis, which will
open in April 2022. The site is
central to an area that is home
to 400,000 people, close to
Coventry’s main rail station and
intermodal transport links.
“I think we’re right on the
precipice at the moment,” says
Spouncer. “UAVs are beginning
to get traction, and there are
people working on regulation
and certification. There’s also a
lot of expectation in the
media.”

Managing expectations
Some elements of the media
have though perhaps created an
expectation that at some point

April 2022
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DRONE
TECHNOLOGY
in the not too distant future, we will all be getting groceries or even
cups of coffee from the takeaway delivered to our door. Spouncer
though doubts that this will happen on a large scale, at least in the
first wave of UAV adoption, if ever. It is doubtful that the grocery or
takeaway food industry would have the means to make the
investments needed, even if the public could be convinced that
having drones buzzing around the neighbourhood at all hours of
night and day would be a good thing.
Wood says he has also looked at the potential for home delivery
by smaller drones and “it’s very difficult to get the numbers to
work, unless you tagged on a substantial fee to each delivery”.
There would, however, be exceptions such as vital organ deliveries,
ship to shore moves or reaching remote areas.
He envisages that the first use of drones will be at a rather higher
level of the supply chain, for example moving air cargo in loads of
around 100kg between major airports and distribution centres
perhaps distances of 100, 200 or 300km.
Currently, the main commercial or ‘real world’ use of drones is
for inspection and surveillance, and some of the experience gained
in these fields including the ability to detect obstacles and safety
procedures and protocols will doubtless be useful when they are
adopted on a large scale for cargo carrying.
There are still many issues and concerns to be addressed before
UAVs are allowed to proliferate. What about interference by animals
or humans – or vice versa? The likely operating height and size of
cargo carrying drones would probably be a reasonable defence
against most bird or animal predators, Spouncer believes, although
unintentional bird strikes could be a problem – as they are for
existing manned aircraft. The normal operating height of, say
500-1,000 feet would also be a reasonable defence against illintentioned, armed humans, except at landing or take-off sites
which would be relatively easy to protect.
Farming and equine interests have raised concerns that animals
might be ‘spooked’ by UAVs though, again, the expected cruising
height should be insurance against this, Spouncer argues and it
should be possible to ensure that landing areas are well away from
any animals.
There would also need to be a UAV register and rules to ensure
that criminals, terrorists and other undesirables could never get
hold of drones and use them for their nefarious purposes.

But are they safe?
Safety of all air users will of course be paramount. The media storm
that erupted when self-driving cars were involved in fatal accidents

More
organisations are
incorporating them
into their delivery
operations
Hannah Tew, Connected Places Catapult
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I think we’re
right on the
precipice at the
moment
Tony Spouncer, Inmarsat

did that industry no favours at
all, says Spouncer, and the
nascent UAV industry will be
anxious to avoid anything
similar. While it is commonly
said that safety rules in aviation
and other industries are ‘forged
in blood’, the general public is
perhaps less tolerant of such
attitudes. Long gone are the
days of daring aviation pioneers
disappearing into the blue skies
to fly to Australia, never to be
seen again; today’s nascent
technologies do not have the
luxury of being able to take
such a gung ho attitude. In a
much more risk-averse age, the
public may accept little short of
100% safety for any new
technology.
Of course, if drones can
demonstrate that they can fly
cargo safely to all corners of the
globe, why stop there? Could
they also deliver people? Or
could heavy aircraft, whether
electrically or internal
combustion-powered also
become pilotless? In time, this
could be a reality, Spouncer

believes, but in his opinion, it
will be a good 15 years if ever
before the travelling public is
willing to entrust itself to a
completely pilotless plane. But
it is possible to envisage a plane
flown by a single pilot with a
computer assistant or back-up.
Who would use cargo
carrying drones, in the early
stages of their evolution? Wood
says that militaries around the
world have shown strong
interest in Pipistrel’s machines
for moving materials and even
ammunition and weapons. The
food and consumer durable
industries could also be early
users, along with the medical
industry – though the latter
would probably would be an
unlikely customer for the
Nuuva V300, as its 480kg
payload would be excessive for
light loads.
The drones themselves will
also continue to evolve.
Payloads could increase still
further and range could be
extended by batteries that
recharge en route.
Hydrogen, produced
sustainably of course, could also
one day become the prime
mover of drones as, presumably,
there will be limits to the
amount of power that batteries
can produce for a given weight.
But according to recent press
reports, the Japanese National
Institute for Materials Science
has developed a new Lithiumair battery (as opposed to
Lithium-ion) which had an
energy density of over 500Wh/
kg, twice that of existing
batteries. Researchers say the
batteries have the potential to
achieve densities 5-6 times
higher still, which would make
large electric powered aircraft a
practical proposition..
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24/7 LEJ
COOL CHAIN
SOLUTIONS
Leipzig/Halle Airport provides 24/7 temperaturecontrolled warehousing – via direct apron access.

24
L EJ C / 7
HU B ARGO
PLU S

• 400 m² of cold storage – space for the entire
cargo from a B747F
• Three individual temperature-controlled areas
• Unrivaled short distances to trucks and aircraft
• Secure and controlled access
• Integrated messaging alert system
and CCTV recording

lej-cargo.com
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13-15 September 2022 . Paris Le Bourget

A SHOW BY THE GSE COMMUNITY FOCUSING

Don’t miss out: Join a
vibrant community forum
where GSE, IT and airport
equipment suppliers can
help their customers meet
the challenges of the
post-Covid age. Offering
premium engagement with
frontline airport users and
decision makers.
Brought to you by:

Event partner

Showcasing product
innovations and new
technologies including:
Alternative
fuel use
Anti-collision
systems
Battery
technology
Autonomous vehicle
technology
Hybrid and
electric vehicles

Supported by
®

A strong voice for the GSE community
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Latest confirmed exhibitors...

ON THE NEEDS OF THE GSE COMMUNITY
Sponsorship
packages to be
released in
early 2022

Key benefits of joining GSE Expo Europe include:

1
Be a part of your
community’s
showpiece event:
Designed by
leading GSE
suppliers (IAEMA)
to provide
enhanced
engagement
with customers
and showcase
equipment
innovation.

2

3

4

5

Meet with
targeted GSE
buyers:
Enjoy quality
dialogue with GSE
Fleet Managers,
Operations
Directors/
Managers, GSE
Purchasing
Managers who
are actively
seeking
equipment
solutions.

Enhanced
affordability:
Special
discounted rate
stand space is
available for
IAMEA members.
Sign up for IAEMA
membership
at the point
of booking to
activate your
preferential rate.

Demo your
equipment:
Limited
opportunities
available to
demo your kit
to customers
in our live
demonstration
area overlooking
Paris Le Bourget
airport.

A venue rich
in aviation
credentials:
Our Paris Le
Bourget venue
is steeped in
aviation history
and is located
by the landing
site for Charles
Lindbergh’s first
solo transatlantic
flight.

80% of stand space sold! Book your stand space now...
email info@gse-expo-europe.com or visit

www.gse-expo-europe.com

OVERSIZED
CARGO

TAKING THE WEIGHT
The pandemic and ongoing supply chain
disruption means creative solutions are
required to move unusual loads.

F

or Priority Freight, 2021
was a busy year as the lack
of belly capacity, port
congestion and driver shortages
increased demand for airfreight,
putting it significantly above
2020 levels. The pandemic
meant Priority Freight had to
get creative so oversized cargo
could keep moving.
Andrew Austin, Group
Operations Director says: “We
have a variety of resources and
found that multimodal
methods work well rather than
just turning to air or sea
Changes due to Brexit and the
vast shipping container crisis
that started last year have also
impacted the way we handle
oversized goods, as well as an
inevitable backlog of products.”
Priority Freight works with
various industries such as the
automotive, manufacturing and
medical sectors, meaning a
variety of sizes, volumes,
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weights, geographies and
shipping frequencies, all of
which requires flexibility and
versatility.
Austin says: “We pride
ourselves on our ability to
quickly assemble a dedicated
team from our pool of
in-house experts, who can
rapidly devise an innovative
solution to meet a client’s
supply problem in the most
cost-effective and timely way.”
Capacity is recovering and

Austin says more customers
are turning to charter flights
to move their oversized
shipments.
Austin says: “Priority Freight’s
professional and flexible team
know exactly what it takes to
manage a charter flight from
start to finish. We take care of
all ground handling, packaging
and pre-flight requirements,
including trucking, customs
and destination services. As an
end-to-end provider, very few of
our logistics solutions involve
just one form of transport,
especially when it comes to
oversize cargo.”
One major trend since the
start of the pandemic was air

cargo embracing digitalisation,
taking advantages of the
benefits that it knew about but
did not implement in any
coordinated fashion. Austin
welcomes this, saying: “The
pandemic has not made the
handling and processing of
oversized shipments more
complex for us. In fact, it
accelerated the digitalisation of
many processes which was
welcomed by many forwarders.”

Safety, always
The Czech Republic has a
strong tradition for heavy
industry, so they are an
important export for Skyport,
says CEO David Adamek.
He says oversized cargo
comes in three categories,
heavy shipments including
aircraft engines, large
shipments such as satellites and
agricultural equipment, and
some combine both such as
hydro-electric turbines.
Adamek says: “The Czech
Republic has a strong tradition
in heavy industry
manufacturing – high tech
engineering, machine building,
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Whether the shipment is heavy or a
difficult size, Skyport has the tools for
the job

LIFE-SAVING 48 HOURS

The pandemic
accelerated
digitalisation

Most shipments
handled are
exports

Andrew Austin, Priority Freight

David Adamek, Skyport

steel production, and
transportation equipment for
automotive, rail and aerospace
industry – thus most shipments
handled are exports.”
At Prague Airport, Skyport
has an Automatic Loading
System (ALS) at its disposal
capable of handling, moving
and storing ULDs, including
oversized shipments. Its
maximum capacity is 25
tonnes, covering 99% of
oversized shipments.
“For lighter, but maybe bigger
in size (volume) shipments we
have a 12-tonne forklift, the
biggest one in Prague Airport.
We use this forklift to handle
shipments that exceed the ALS
capacity due to their size – not
their weight,” adds Adamek.
A contracted partner is also

available with fully mobile
cranes for shipments from
eight tonnes all the way up
to 750 tonnes.
Each shipment is unique
and presents its own
challenges but no matter what,
safety is paramount. Injuries to
staff and damage to facilities,
equipment, aircraft and the
cargo must be avoided.
Adamek says correct tie-down,
handling, weight distribution,
operation coordination and
other factors must be taken
into account.
He says: “Nothing is to be
underestimated and, in these
cases, double checking is just
not enough. A simple shift in
cargo or incorrect weight
distribution can cause aircraft to
crash. Safety first – always!”
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When the only on-site scanner at a hospital in Namibia broke down, it was essential
to get it working again but it quickly became apparent that a new component shipped
from Europe was the only answer. The arm, which makes up the top of the machine, had
to be shipped from the EU spares facility in the Netherlands, over 7,000 miles away.
The Next Flight Out option would be obvious for a small shipment but moving a two
tonne, five metre long item is more challenging, added to fewer flights on irregular
routes. Despite this, Priority Freight managed to secure this option.
Negotiations with the airline in Frankfurt and Amsterdam, and preparing customs
clearance for Namibia ahead of time, the Heathrow team ensured that the shipment
could travel through customs at each airport without delay. Due to the shipment’s
importance, the matter was escalated to a national government level. Priority Freight
sorted everything out and the new part was delivered within 48 hours, with engineers
getting the machine working again the same day. Priority Freight also arranged shipping
the broken part back to the UK for analysis.
The manufacturer’s Vice President was on a video call with the hospital when the
arm was delivered, catching the moment on camera in the background of the call.

DRIVE TO SURVIVE
Priority Freight often has to think quickly, such as when a component supplier in the
automotive sector called at seven o’clock on a Monday morning suffering from a
logistics crisis. Though they could move production, several car makers in the UK and
Europe were facing closing plants, with losses adding up to hundreds of millions of
pounds a week. A nine-strong crisis management team were deployed to the customer’s
manufacturing location in the Midlands who took over the supply chain while
supporting teams in the UK and the US worked out a logistics programme.
Three weeks into the project, Priority Freight was asked to ship 150 tonnes of
stamping press machinery to Michigan, and the AN-225 was the only aircraft for the job.
Despite it being in high demand, the Priority Freight team used their contacts to secure
it at short notice. A route via Canadian airspace was secured to avoid complaints from
US cargo carriers and Toronto Pearson airport was selected due to its proximity to the
final destination.
The aircraft crew were assembled in Kyiv early Saturday afternoon and the aircraft
arrived in Toronto with the cargo on Monday morning. They flew to Leipzig to pick up a
loading ramp capable of taking the weight, but bad weather closed the UK airport so
they could not leave Germany until early the next morning. With the cargo secured, the
AN-225 left the UK after 21.00h, flying overnight with fuel stops in Keflavik and Goose
Bay before arriving after 08.00h on Monday. Despite a severe snow storm in the Great
Lakes region, it arrived in Michigan the same evening.
Priority Freight had to manage the flight and also move components from the US and
China to Europe and on to the UK. Over three months, Priority Freight oversaw 1,500
tonnes of imports from the US and 500 tonnes from China. Road transport exceeded 100
vehicles per day, warehousing and trucking plus customs clearance were arranged too.
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LUFTHANSA
CARGO

Navigating global challenges
For the second year running, Lufthansa Cargo posted record profits, with 2021 being twice as
good as 2020. Demand remains strong but global events are making life difficult.

T

he past two years have
been very profitable for
Lufthansa Cargo with
very strong results. In 2020, it
had record-breaking profits
measured in adjusted earnings
before interest and taxes
(EBIT) of €772m, but this
record did not stand for long
as 2021 registered an even
better result of €1.49bn.
Lufthansa Cargo hosted a
conference call for the media
on Friday 4 March where CEO
Dorothea von Boxberg looked
back at 2021 and looked
ahead to the new challenges
facing the industry for 2022.
As CEO, von Boxberg was
very satisfied with the results,
praising the team for their
hard work and dedication but
she admitted that these are
still challenging times. The
pandemic is not over and the
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war in Ukraine is not only a
tragedy for the innocent
people whose lives have been
devastated by the fighting, but
it also makes doing business
more complex.
Expressing her shock at the
events in Ukraine, people at
Lufthansa Cargo felt it was
their duty to do what they
could to help. Road feeder
services are sending relief free
of charge from Frankfurt to its
trucking hub in Katowice,
Poland, and its subsidiary
time:matters is sorting onward
movement for the Polish
government. The service is
already being used by German
relief organisations.
“That is a small step to
show that we care for the
Ukrainian people,”
commented von Boxberg.
Due to the conflict, airspace

We significantly
surpassed our
2020 results in
2021
Dorothea von Boxberg

across Russia is out of bounds
for European airlines, affecting
some of Lufthansa Cargo’s
most important routes such as
flights to and from China,
Japan and South Korea.
She said: “For those routes,
you would always fly over
Russian airspace but now we
are taking a southern route.
That means that the flights
take considerably longer and
we get into payload
restrictions. The 777 is a great
aircraft, the only one that can
do these distances and
payloads without intermediate
stops but then it cannot carry
100 tonnes anymore.”
This means capacity has
been reduced by 10% and
flight times will be 1.5-2.5
hours longer. Closing Russian
airspace and Russian airlines
being frozen out of much of
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the world will impact the
already stressed supply chain,
said von Boxberg.
Looking back at 2021, it was
very strong for Lufthansa
Cargo with profits, margins
and revenue significantly
higher than what would have
happened pre-pandemic.
Investments and subsidiaries
such as time:matters and
Jettainer also did well, adding
€79m to earnings.

Capacity remains limited
The market, which initially
looked unfavourable but
quickly proved favourable was
a major reason for Lufthansa
Cargo’s strong results. The lack
of capacity is unfavourable and
still significantly below 2019
but more freighters are in the
air and being utilised more
heavily. Freighter capacity is
up and belly capacity is
returning but it was still down
27% at the end of 2021.
“At Lufthansa Cargo, we
were at -22% because we
couldn’t add to our freighter
capacity and we were affected
by the shortage of belly
capacity,” she said.
Lufthansa Cargo has reduced
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its freighter capacity with the
retirement of MD-11Fs,
replaced with 777Fs. Between
2019 and 2020, almost
two-thirds of belly capacity
was lost but it is now back at
half of pre-pandemic levels
with more expected this year,
though it will be years before it
returns to normal. Load factors
have been strong and yields
are almost double 2019 levels,
showing how tight capacity is
in the market.
Its cost-saving programme
has achieved its aims, saving
€74m a year with over 300
measures implemented by its
own staff. Expenditure has
been substantially reduced,

headcount is down 9% and
administration has been
reorganised. ProFlex was the
second programme following
C40, which was launched in
2016 and together they have
reduced expenditure and
service provider costs by 30%.
Costs have been helped by
only operating one type of
freighter and improving
ground handling with
digitalisation. Sales are
increasingly digital and the
headquarters has been
streamlined.
“2020 was the best year for
Lufthansa Cargo and we
significantly surpassed these
results in 2021 be it in revenue,
EBIT and ROCE (return on
capital employed), which is
now 47%. I find this figure
quite remarkable,” she said.

Disruption
The three main factors for
demand exceeding supply are
disruption to production, such
as the problems facing
semi-conductors. Ocean freight
is disrupted with von Boxberg
citing the Kuehne + Nagel
Disruption Index which says
that in normal times, there are
about one million container
day waiting times a year but in
2021, it was 11-12 million days
waiting time, mostly outside
US West Coast ports such as

Long Beach and Los Angeles.
“Two thirds of those waiting
days are for the US. That means
that the dynamic capacity of
sea freight is reduced because
containers and ships are
waiting, not being productive.
If it’s so disrupted on the ocean
side, some commodities get
into airfreight and airfreight is
so much smaller than ocean
freight that if a little bit moves,
it has a big impact,” said von
Boxberg.
E-commerce is the third
factor; cross-border
e-commerce is not a new
phenomenon but since the
start of the pandemic, people
are increasingly shopping
online and are not going to
stop any time soon. It is the
single largest growth segment
in airfreight, she explained.
Chinese exports keep
breaking records, which von
Boxberg finds astonishing
considering how strict the
Covid regulations are in
China.
“It’s amazing how even
though they’ve been closing
down harbours and big cities,
how they can get more and
more exports out to the
world,” she continued.
Sales continue to exceed
restocking in the US, which is
why exports to the US are so
strong, benefiting airfreight.
Closer to home in Germany,
export expectations are well
above the long-term average
though these figures were
released before the RussiaUkraine conflict.
“I think that we are in a
time where insecurity is
increasing so whether this will
change is unclear and there are
risks of a recession, but if you
look at the fundamentals,
there is still a very good
outlook for airfreight,” she
added.
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TIACA UPDATE

FOLLOWING A STABLE PATH
The International Air
Cargo Association
(TIACA) represents
the entire supply
chain but people
were questioning its
relevance. Following
reforms, TIACA is
looking to a more
sustainable and
stable future.

D

espite its extensive
network with members
in all regions of the
world representing all the
sectors of the air cargo
industry, there was a feeling
that TIACA had lost its
purpose and questions were
being raised about its survival.
Something had to be done as
TIACA’s troubles were no
secret. Speaking at the TIACA
Media session on 24 February,
Chairman Steven Polmans
and Director General Glyn
Hughes discussed how things
have changed and what is the
long-term vision.
The pandemic was the
most difficult time in
aviation’s history and despite
a dip in membership at
TIACA, it is on the rise again
as it continued its
transformation which started
before the pandemic.
Membership increased in
2021 and six new members
have joined since the start of
this year.
Hughes commented: “It is
very pleasing to see it is
coming from across all
sectors and the globe.”
Nine of the new members
in 2021 were trustees, the
highest level of membership
with voting rights and the
opportunity to become board
members.
“This has been a significant
step forward, that the
number of organisations that
are looking at TIACA want to
play a part going forward,”
said Hughes.
Polmans added: “It is
encouraging that membership
is growing again, that’s a clear
signal. We see, for the first

time in more than 10 years the
number of trustees growing
again and significantly. This is
the highest amount of new
trustees that we have seen in last
20 years. The fact that
companies are not only willing
to come on board as a member
but sometimes from day one as
a trustee, and we see members
upgrading is a very confident
signal that they are trusting
again what TIACA is doing.”
Membership categories have
been revised with trustees
having the greatest privileges
but the corporate sector is
growing. Hughes said the
growth of start-ups and small
businesses is very encouraging,
an area TIACA want to nurture
going forward, utilising its

It is pleasing to
see it is coming from
all sectors

network to connect them
with established businesses
to foster innovation.
Transformation has been
very important for Polmans,
having joined the TIACA
Board in 2016 with the drive
to improve collaboration. He
served as Vice-Chairman
from October 2017 until July
2019, when he became
Chairman and was
reappointed in October 2021
following changes to bylaws
allowing the move.
Polmans said: “When we
did the transformation, it
was not only about giving
TIACA a purpose again, it
was also to make sure we
could financially survive.
TIACA has not been doing
really well in the last 10 years
and everyone knows that.”
Returning to growth was
important and was happening
slowly but Polmans added
that simply surviving was the
biggest priority.
Polmans added: “We were
trying to save ourselves by
cutting bit by bit, and not in
the fat anymore but in the
meat. It’s really great to see
that this change of direction
also resulted in a better
financial performance.”
Stable finances are
important; gone are the days
of boom and bust with one
very profitable year followed
by a loss-making year, usually
the one when it did not host
the Air Cargo Forum. Being
dependent on the ACF was
no longer acceptable and
TIACA realised it needed to
be more diverse and
profitable every year. Being
very profitable one year

Glyn Hughes
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Priorities
In TIACA’s view, the key
priorities are digitalisation,
sustainability and
collaboration. Safety and
security, liberalisation, raising
awareness of air cargo’s value,
and training are the other
key areas.
TIACA really wants to be a
members association,
connecting all members and
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It is encouraging
to see that
membership is
growing again
Steven Polmans

TIACA is keeping members
informed and involved. Social
media engagement is being
enhanced and this year
TIACA is enhancing its
regional presence with
representatives in regions
globally, focusing specifically
on China, Latin America and
Africa as the three key areas
benefiting from regional
representatives. Regional
symposiums are a long-term
project to engage with
members locally. These will not
be large-scale commercial
events but as a smaller
membership meeting to keep
everyone involved in TIACA’s
activities.
Hughes said: “We feel that
we truly want to be a
member-centric association,
that it is for the members, run
by the members for the benefit
of the members.”

MEMBERSHIP
GROWS
TIACA has welcomed six new members
to the Board of Directors, representing
the airport, airline and handling
sectors.
The new members are Kai
Domscheit of CHI Deutschland Cargo
Handling, Dan Sheehan of UPS,
Tushar Jani of Cargo Service Center
India, Kamesh Peri of Celebi Ground
Handling, Roos Bakker of Amsterdam
Airport Schiphol and Massimo
Roccasecca of SAVE Group, which
operates Venice, Verona, Brescia and
Treviso airports.
Budapest Airport has also joined
TIACA as a trustee member, continuing
the journey that started when it hosted
the Executive Summit in November
2019. Cargo volumes at Budapest have
doubled since 2015 and grew by 36%
in 2021 to 183,000 tons, helped by the
opening of the €50m BUD Cargo City.

FRITZ INDUCTED INTO
TIACA HALL OF FAME
Lynn Fritz has been inducted into
the TIACA Hall of Fame in recognition
of his business and humanitarian
achievements.
The former chairman and CEO of
Fritz Companies started his business
in 1971 with the aims of becoming the
information processing leader and
targeting large national accounts that
would require international logistics
services. His portfolio of blue-chip
companies included Boeing, Federal
Express, Microsoft and McDonald’s
among others.
To provide visibility Fritz introduced
Fritz Logistics Expediting Services
(FLEX), an automation platform that
supported his business. FLEX was
an online tracking and management
system that controlled all functions
from purchase order to delivery.
Fritz Companies was acquired by
UPS in 2001 but Lynn was not finished;
he, along with his wife, Anisya,
created the Fritz Institute to assist
humanitarian organisations to deliver
aid more effectively in disaster zones.
Sebastiaan Scholte, Chair of
TIACA’s Chairman’s Council says:
“Lynn Fritz’s story is truly one of a
visionary. He had a clear vision of the
importance our industry would play in
the global economy and understood
the impact technology would have far
ahead of his time.”
Fritz says: “Delighted to join the
other very worthy recipients of this
award, and for TIACA’s recognition of
the service and coordination elements
around the movement of international
air cargo.”
He will be formally inducted into
the TIACA Hall of Fame during the
TIACA Executive Summit held from
22–25 March in San Francisco.
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followed by a big loss the
next is not a sustainable
model, said Polmans.
The Director General now
takes more of a CEO-style
role, giving them greater
ownership of the budget,
ensuring it is used effectively.
The board are not involved
in the day-to-day business
but instead supervise TIACA’s
activities. Insourcing has
been a trend for functions,
such as a treasure, but also
marketing and finance for
greater control of operations.
TIACA’s financial
forecasting has been very
ambitious; 2021 was
predicted to be loss-making
and that 2022 would be the
start of the profitable future.
TIACA also stopped making
one year budgets and is now
looking three years ahead to
make sure activities are
long-term. It turned out 2021
was better than expected,
and the outlook for 2022 is
also looking good, with both
the top and bottom lines
improving.
“For the first time, 2022 is
going to be a year of big
investments in content for
our members. We are very
happy with our financial
performance and the
outlook. That is going to give
us possibilities for the
future,” said Polmans.

DIGITAL SALES

Unlocking revenue

paitoonpati@stock.adobe.com

I

ATA data suggests that air
cargo revenue hit a record
$175bn in 2021, and it is
clear that digital sales will be a
catalyst for future growth.
Today, the role of digital sales
has surged in importance and
is viewed as more of a bedrock
of airline finances than three
years ago. Some carriers have
seen triple digit percentage
growth in online bookings in
2021 versus 2020.
Belly capacity is now
beginning to return and will
grow in the summer season,
and airlines are ordering new
freighters as well as converting
P2F equipment apace. The way
in which airlines bring this
new capacity to market has
never been so important.
Today, a multi-channel strategy
is wise and most players pursue
a combination of direct online
sales, APIs and partnerships
with expert booking platforms.
Those that prioritise customer
needs and systemic digital
transformation will come out
on top.
I can see daily how digital
distribution, when
implemented with customercentricity at its core, yields
remarkable results. Following
this simple principle can save
airlines millions of dollars in
cost and years of heartache
– digital cargo booking must
deliver the freight forwarder an
elevated experience and better
outcomes for it to thrive.
Facilitating the everyday digital
success of freight customers
must be the foundation of an
airline’s digital sales.
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Digital sales distribution is a vital change management process to
get right. Moritz Claussen, Founder & Co-CEO of cargo.one, explains
how applying the right digital cargo sales distribution will unlock new
revenues, improve understanding of market dynamics and raise
efficiencies.
Stay front of mind with
forwarders
In a dynamic supply
environment, strong visibility
of your offers and rapid
access to a large pool of
bookers is the quickest route
to a competitive edge. This is
where managed marketplaces
can offer airlines a real
acceleration. While some
airlines are keen to build
direct online sales channels,
it costs a great deal of time
and money to build a high
quality platform that
guarantees a great end-to-end
experience. In fact, building
and marketing digital tools to
customers, in an effort to
drive adoption, requires an
entirely new and
differentiated skillset – a
skillset that many airlines are
yet to acquire and grow.
Thus, direct online sales can
in fact require a very high
‘cost of sale’.
Freight forwarders today are
rightfully becoming more
demanding in terms of their
expectations for online
performance. Teams need to
search, book, amend and track
bookings seamlessly, within
seconds and in one place. The

smartest airlines leverage sales partners that have digital
experience earned across dozens of airline partners and can help
them to deliver digitalisation benefits to cargo customers rapidly.

Understand your performance
The ability to optimise ‘offer quality’ for target markets is
instrumental to long-term sales success. In the past, offline sales
teams used their experience and relationships to adjust offers to
market needs. This capability is now needed in a digital
footprint and is central to an important change management
process for airlines. Removing the human interface requires a
new type of data management where data quality and integrity
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A managed
marketplace offers
unique insights
Moritz Claussen, cargo.one

become paramount. But what
does success actually look
like? Digital sales requires
airlines to rethink their
traditional key performance
indicators, and to establish
new metrics at a board level.
A managed marketplace
offers unique insights and
can help an airline to
engineer the best possible
offer quality that responds to
market needs.
Perhaps the most exciting
aspect of digital distribution is
the ability for airlines to
leverage reliable, dynamic
platform data to make strong
and agile decisions. Insights
gathered from data analysis
platforms, such as cargo.
one360, are proving to be a
game changer. For example,
using customer choice and
platform data will enable
airline teams to fine tune
online sales processes,
improve revenue management
and pricing, and better feed
business intelligence.
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Only through a managed
marketplace, such as cargo.
one, can airline digital sales
teams have the ability to set
up new and data-driven
customer buying journeys. Of
course, such platforms can
harness digital sales trends
and benchmarks learned
compliantly across multiple
airline partners – just like any
advanced e-commerce store
would do. Just think of
Amazon and their ability to
understand what you as a
customer are looking for.
Platform data enables airlines
to tailor their offering and
better understand their
customers’ needs in an
unbiased way.
Once again, the right
digital sales partners can be
key to unlocking the value of
data. A marketplace partner
should provide dedicated
growth managers to facilitate
learning so that the offer
quality improves over time,
and digital sales can soar.

Some airlines are already benefiting hugely from the power of
real-time digital sales analytics. These deliver much faster insights
into market developments and a clear understanding of their
performance metrics. For example, the win rate metric provides
airline teams a compliant and direct indication of whether the
carrier is competitive on certain OD and weight categories,
allowing them to understand their competitive position.
For improving revenue-management, data insights keep airline
teams on their toes to better meet customer expectations and
drive sales. When describing ANA Cargo’s use of cargo.one360,
Toshiya Tamada, EVP Global Marketing and Sales, said, “Our
teams can access real-time data to find concrete areas in which to
invest time and resources in order to yield a higher quality of
service to our customers and thus increase our overall
performance.”
Digital cargo sales distribution should play a vital role in
helping airlines to drive incremental revenues independent of the
passenger sector, and improve capacity utilisation. Airlines that
think strategically and partner wisely can unlock more potential.
cargo.one is excited to help build a digitally integrated global air
cargo community that puts freight customers first and equips us
all to be more efficient and successful.
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GSA UPDATE

MAXIMISING
OPPORTUNITIES
With continuing supply chain disruption, AIA Cargo is being
creative to provide stable services for its customers.

I

n these challenging times,
companies who adapt and rise
to the challenge will come out
stronger. Covid-19 continued
to cause disruption but UK
Country Manager, Sarah Nash
says Airbridge International
Agencies (AIA) built on its
successes from 2020, making
2021 even stronger.
She says: “We continued to
adapt and adopt new practices
to enhance the situation we
had found ourselves in.”
Jaime Salguero, VP
Commercial highlights strong
demand and high yields,
adding: “We were going
through a very interesting and
successful business in 2021,
very similar to 2022 Q1 so far.”

We continued
to adapt and adopt
new practices
Sarah Nash, UK Country Manager
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2022 has got off to a strong start. Nash comments: “We
are working very closely with our current client portfolio to
maximise all opportunities and expand as the services are
returning to a more stable service.”
The pandemic was very challenging for airlines, many of
whom reconsidered the role of GSAs. Nash says: “Definitely
airlines that we wouldn’t have contemplated going down the
route of a GSA have been exploring such scenarios. The scaled
back staffing levels in many airlines has led to a rethink of how
they revamp post-Covid and GSAs being already established in
the market are a viable option.”
Creativity and flexibility were essential during the pandemic.
Nash is proud of how staff managed to keep airlines in the sky
with high revenue contracts and careful planning. Sometimes
they had to look at alternative services.
She says: “We now offer an air to sea product, rail solutions
to China to compliment the airfreight, brokerage services with
airlines who have no direct sales and partnerships with many
charter companies to be able to offer full charter solutions.”
In these difficult times, listening to the customer and providing
alternative solutions is more vital than ever. Nash says: “We did
this by being proactive, seeing the potential challenges in front of
us prior to the actual event. It allowed us in this time of crisis to
reach out to our customers in a positive way.”
“Investment, creativity, honesty and independency for the last
couple of years were very well recognised and supported by all
our worldwide customers,” adds Salguero.
Both are very proud of the company’s performance, praising
the creative and innovative teams.
Salguero says: “AIA’s overall efficiencies and synergies were
optimised to add value. The company is very proud of each and
every one of our teams across our worldwide network for the hard
work and the results delivered.”
Nash adds: “The ability to create new products, support new
business lanes, securing new contracts and developing the
business to a post-Covid healthy scenario has been outstanding.”
Looking to the future, diversification is the word. AIA has
led the way with new products such as AIA Mail, AIA Pets and
AIA Road.

Nash says: “We notice
many GSAs have now noticed
this diversity and are now
launching similar products into
the industry, which I feel is a
compliment to AIA and how we
established them many years
ago. In the long term, we want
to expand further and create
many new offshoots of AIA.”
Salguero sees independent
GSAs growing strongly and
adding value to the business.
He says: “As the leading
independent cargo GSA in the
industry, we foresee a very
solid AIA long-term business
when we will secure new
airline contracts and keep
expanding our worldwide
network and business.”

The company
is very proud of our
teams
Jaime Salguero, VP Commercial
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CHARTER
UPDATE

ACS BREAKS RECORDS AGAIN
Air Charter Service (ACS) has broken
revenue records again as limited
capacity and supply chain
disruption increased
demand for charter
flights.
For the year
ending 31 January,
revenue was
$1.8bn (£1.3bn) with
strong growth and
record sales across all
divisions. The cargo division
experienced unprecedented demand,
helped by its presence in China where
it has three offices, and by ACS’s ability
to source passenger aircraft to use as
temporary freighters.
Supply chain disruption has caused
manufacturers to look at airfreight but
the lack of passenger aircraft means
they are resorting to charter flights.
Manufacturers from the automotive,
consumer electronics, pharmaceutical
and textile industries have been
requesting an unprecedented number
of charters.
Chris Leach, the Group Chairman
says: “At the end of our previous
financial year, we predicted that sales
would be extremely difficult to maintain
at last year’s levels. So, for our team to

deliver 45% growth and $1.8bn turn-over
are incredible achievements and
the proudest I have felt
in the 32 years since
I set up Air Charter
Service.”
Leach’s only
prediction is
that 2022 will be
unpredictable and
the strong growth
will slow eventually
but when and how this will
happen is anybody’s guess.
He says: “Many of the possible
shifts which could potentially
impact the results of one division
could end up benefiting another.
So, our approach has been to invest
in strengthening all areas of the
business and the benefits of those
investments will make us a far
stronger business going forward as
we prepare for all eventualities.”
ACS has also expanded in
Australia, opening an office in
Brisbane. It went Down Under in
2016 with an office in Sydney, before
moving to a bigger premises in 2019
due to strong growth. The Brisbane
office is being led by Melissa Rogers
with Matthew Haigh as her assistant.

RIP the AN-225
T
he oversized cargo
market suffered a
major loss with
the destruction of the
Antonov AN-225, which
was caught up in the
Russia-Ukraine conflict.
It was housed at Kyiv’s
Gostomel Airport, which
was attacked by the
Russian military when they invaded on 24 February and despite
initial reports that it was safe, officials have since reported that
the AN-225 was destroyed in an airstrike. The AN-225 Mriya,
which means dream in Ukrainian, was undergoing work at the
airport and one of the engines had been removed, so it could not
be moved to safety.
Satellite images on the internet show the hangar where the
aircraft was housed has been destroyed, and the aircraft on fire
in the hangar. News broadcasts from the airport show that the
aircraft is completely destroyed.
On Twitter, Antonov Company did not comment on the status
of the AN-225 but said on 27 February: “Until the AN-225 has
been inspected by experts, we cannot report on the technical
condition of the aircraft.”
Ukrainian defence conglomerate, Ukroboronprom, which owns
Antonov, say the AN-225 will be restored, adding it will cost over
$3bn and restoration will be time-consuming. In a statement
on 27 February, Ukroboronprom said: “Ukraine will make every
effort to ensure that the aggressor state pays for these works.”
Commenting on the loss, Ukraine’s Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Dmytro Kuleba said: “Russia may have destroyed our ‘Mriya’. But
they will never be able to destroy our dream of a strong, free and
democratic European state. We shall prevail!”

QATAR AIRWAYS AND CAINIAO FLY TO SÃO PAULO
Qatar Airways Cargo and Cainiao Network have
launched weekly charter flights to support e-commerce
growth in South America.
The Boeing 777 Freighter services connect Hong
Kong with São Paulo, and the first flight departed on
5 March for Guarulhos airport. It had a technical stop
in Doha before landing in Brazil with its cargo, which
included online retail products such as beauty and
fashion goods, jewellery and toys.
In the past year, Latin American business has grown
at triple-digit rates for Cainiao and it has expanded
its air cargo network to secure smooth supply chain
performance.
William Xiong, Chief Strategist and General Manager
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for Export Logistics at Cainiao says: “In just over a year,
Cainiao has established a comprehensive operation in
Latin America, and we see that e-commerce retail in
Brazil, in particular, is growing at a phenomenal rate.

With Qatar Airways Cargo, we are in a good position
to support that growth, and look forward to a long and
fruitful partnership.”
Guillaume Halleux, Chief Officer Cargo at Qatar
Airways Cargo says the airline launched specialised
e-commerce products with charter programmes in 2015,
which was about the time it started flying to Guarulhos.
He says: “We are therefore in a strong position to
assist Cainiao, both with our understanding of and
experience in handling fast-moving consumer goods, as
well as with our established network and trained staff
at all three charter touchpoints: in Hong Kong, at our
state-of-the-art hub in Doha, and at São Paulo. We are
delighted to welcome Cainiao on board.”
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